
foraus - Foreign Policy Forum

is recruiting, as per the earliest date possible (or by arrangement) in a voluntary capacity, a new

Co-Head of the programme on “sustainable development and
international cooperation”

The independent think tank foraus publishes science-based policy recommendations in the form of
discussion papers, policy briefs and blog posts, and organizes high-level debates with the aim of
creating innovative solutions for the foreign policy of tomorrow. foraus was founded in 2009 and is
based on a unique grassroots model with several hundred volunteers in Switzerland and abroad.

Foreign policy is your passion and you would like to use your knowledge and creative ideas to actively
shape the politics of tomorrow? For the sustainable development and international cooperation
programme, we are looking for a person who is interested in foreign policy and has expertise in the
two topic fields mentioned in the programme name. As the name suggests, the Programme focuses
on Swiss and international development policy. This includes analysing and commenting on new
topics and trends within the framework of the Sustainable Development Goals and international
cooperation, assessing national and international policies and approaches, as well as events on the
international stage, whether in foreign countries or at the multilateral level. Concrete priorities are set
by the Co-Heads of the programme and the Board. A link to other programmes and regional groups for
joint projects is desired.

As Co-Head of the programme

● you initiate and issue publications together with your fellow Heads of programme and foraus
members and whilst using your expertise to ensure the relevance and quality of the products,

● you are jointly responsible for the strategic and content-related planning of the program,
● you are available for media inquiries,
● you maintain a thematic network with universities, policy makers and administration,
● you co-organize events with regional groups or other programmes,
● you are responsible for a strong thematic community that goes beyond language borders,
● you take part in the monthly action calls and the bi-annual foraus retreat,
● you are in close contact with the Zurich and Geneva offices.

We offer you an exciting environment to grow your network and gain unique experience in an
innovative think tank.

We look forward to receiving your application with a curriculum vitae and a cover letter by 01.02.2022,
to Fabian.ottiger@foraus.ch . For further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

foraus is committed to promoting diversity and balance in the team and wants to offer applicants of all
religions, backgrounds and genders the same opportunity. A foraus membership is a prerequisite for
this position, but can be acquired subsequently with a few clicks here.

foraus - Forum Aussenpolitik, Badenerstrasse 431, 8003 Zürich, Switzerland. office@foraus.ch

https://www.foraus.ch/en/participate/mitglied-werden/

